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Abstract
Big data is one of the most vibrant topics among multiple industries, thus in this paper we have covered examples as well as current
research that is being conducted in the field. This was done based
on real applications that have to deal with big data on a daily basis
together with a clear focus on their achievements and challenges. The
results are very convincing that big data is a critical subject that will
continue to receive further study.
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Introduction

Big data – in information technology – refers to the extremely large volume
of data that needs to be captured [1], stored [2], searched [3, 1], shared
[4, 1], analysed [2] and visualised [5, 1]. The exponential growth of these
datasets can result in exabytes1 or even zettabytes2 of information. For
example, telecommunications networks have seen their capacity to exchange
information grow from 281 petabytes in 1986, 471 petabytes in 1993, 2.2
exabytes in 2000, 65 exabytes in 2007 and predictions say that it will reach
667 exabytes annually by 2013 [6]. Furthermore, to put these numbers into
perspective, 5 exabytes of information is equal to “all words ever spoken
by human beings” [7, 8, 9] and if we add all the combined capacity of all
the computer hard drives that were available in the world in 2006 the total
amount of free space would be approximately 160 exabytes [10]. However,
this storage capacity is increasing at an astonishing rate and a proof of that
is Seagate’s report that during the 2011 fiscal year alone, they have sold
hard drives of a combined capacity of 330 exabytes [11].
These impressive statistics and the fact that more people than ever before
interact directly with data [6] makes the analysis of big data very relevant,
if not crucial.
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1 EB = 1018 bytes = 1 000 000 000 gigabytes = 1 000 000 terabytes
1 ZB = 1021 bytes = 1 000 000 000 000 gigabytes = 1 000 000 000 terabytes
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Examples

Data went from scarce to abundant in the last few decades, bringing on one
hand extensive benefits but on the other hand a number of difficulties. Furthermore, data is continuously being gathered at an ever increasing rate due
to the ubiquity of “information-sensing mobile devices, aerial sensory technologies also known as remote sensing, software logs, cameras, microphones,
radio-frequency identification readers, and wireless sensor networks” [12].
We will expand on the benefits and disadvantages of big data in a few key
scientific and industrial applications that are currently facing them.

2.1

Scientific Applications

The main scientific applications where scientists work in a regular basis
with tremendous amounts of information include meteorology, genomics,
connectomics, complex physics simulations, biological, and environmental
research [12]. It is important to analyse each of these sciences in detail
because in each and every case there are unique benefits and difficulties
being faced.
2.1.1

Meteorology

Meteorology is “the science dealing with the atmosphere and its phenomena,
including weather and climate” [13]. Although, it might give the impression
that it is trivial, meteorology can have life-shattering consequences, particularly in the case of hurricanes and tornados. Thus, it is vital that data is
examined and understood thoroughly.
After Hibbard [14] concluded that all the most important weather modeling centers had charts and printed maps on the walls, were trying to build
3D Plexiglas, and were generally not indifferent to the great amount of data
they had to deal with, it became obvious that they needed a tool to integrate
all these different kinds of data into an unified 3D picture. Furthermore, this
new tool would allow scientists to look at their large data sets in a much
more accessible and interactive way, making it less difficult to comprehend.
The program used to combine all this data into an unified visualisation was
Vis5D, which is an “open source system for interactive visualization of large
5-D gridded data sets” [15]. This was an excellent solution because Vis5D
was designed to work with data sets produced by numerical weather models.
Furthermore, the fact that 3D computer games started to gain popularity
resulted in direct improvements on large data sets visualization systems.
One of the possible approaches to make big data easier to analyse in this
case is to combine a large number of smaller screens into a wall display that
contains millions of pixels. However this system would use unnecessary large
resources due to the fact that the human mind could not grasp the extensive
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amount of detail being displayed. Thus, a better alternative would be to
simply use zoom capabilities by allowing the user to zoom in and out if they
want to have more detail, or an overview of the image, respectively. There
are nonetheless, a number of problems [14] that need to be addressed in this
case; response time, because organizing the large amounts of meteorological data into a visualisation has the main purpose of allowing the user to
think in a clearer way, thus any delay on the response time will invariably
cause interruptions in the flow of thought; abstraction, the system has to
be abstract enough to be general and flexible, thus making room for new
and unpredicted requirements; user accessibility, even though the system is
developed for users, they are in fact part of the problem because it is very
difficult to systematize large amounts of data in a concise manner that is
also accessible for the average user.
Meteorology also suffers from “large spatial data fields” [16], which can
be analysed using the principle component analysis (PCA) method introduced by Pearson [17] in 1901. This method was initially developed to “find
the correlated patterns in a set of variables” [16], and it is now used as a
prefilter for compressing large spatial data fields.
Another important area where meteorology can provide a dramatic insight into climate change. Xue et al. in the paper “Quantitative retrieval of
geophysical parameters using satellite data” discuss the remote sensing information service grid node (rSiN) that is a tool based on the high-throughput
computing grid to deal with climate change. It uses satellite remote sensing
to monitor aerosol properties which Xue et al. believe to be very effective in
understanding the aerosol radiation that leads to climate change, and their
conclusions are very satisfactory in that respect.
2.1.2

Genomics

Genomics is “the branch of molecular genetics concerned with the study of
genomes, specifically the identification and sequencing of their constituent
genes” [18]. The human genome, for example, is a complex string of approximately 3 billion [19] As, Ts, Gs and Cs which was considered “absurd”
and “impossible” to be decoded when first proposed in the 80s [20, 21]. In
fact, originally deciphering took ten years [22] and $3 billion [23] to be completed. Presently, the entire human genome can be decoded in a day for
less than $1000 by the Ion ProtonTM Sequencer [24]. Genomics, as meteorology (section 2.1.1), uses principal-component analysis (PCA) and partial
least-squares (PLS) to analyse the large-volume high-density data structures which are obtained [25]. Eriksson et al. [25] used the example of the
cell-cycle-regulating genes of Saccharomyces cerevisia and concluded that
“analytical bioinformatics data can be visualized using PCA” as it “gives
an overview of the data and highlights experimental variations, trends, and
outliers”. This is a really interesting study and proves that big data can be
3

displayed graphically in a variety of ways if the right tools are used. However, genomics is a very new science and only recently the technoloy allows
scientists to analyse and make full use of the data gathered.
2.1.3

Connectomics

As genomics is the science concerned with the study of genomes, connectomics is the science concerned with the study of connectomes. As first
described by Sporns et al. [26] in 2005; a “connectome is a comprehensive
map of neural connections in the brain” [27]. It is important to note that
in the human brain there exist hundreds of billions of single neurons and
possible connections in the the realm of 1015 . Thus, there is a need for “powerful tools for handling the vast amount of information given by advanced
imaging techniques” [28].
One of the obstacles when comparing large-scale medical images is that
intra or interindividual variations have to be removed first [28]. Neurological diseases, for instance schizophrenia [29], multiple sclerosis [30] and
Alzheimers [31] cause disruption in the small-world topology of the brain
making data harder to analyse. In order to overcome this and other obstacles principal-component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) were used by Robinson et al. [32] when trying to identify population
differences in whole-brain structural networks.
The fact that connectomics was only described for the first time in 2005
makes it an exceptionally young science, and the technology has only recently evolved to manage the phenomenal amount of data crucial to its
understanding. Furthermore, the research is not very extensive and there
are a limited amount of practical applications in this area.
2.1.4

Complex physics simulations

The rising popularity of quantum mechanics, particle physics, biophysics and
atomic, molecular, and optical physics brought also with it the challenge of
finding a suitable method of dealing with such large amounts of information.
In spite of some difficulties we have had in finding papers regarding complex physics simulations and big data it is, however, clear that simulation
software is extremely complex as a result of the need for interaction between
several physical models. These difficulties usually lead to bottle-necks in
both testing and validation. Moreover, network, and fluid or particles simulations require extremely large amounts of data that needs to be processed.
There are solutions being developed, such as i) OpenFOAM [33], the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) toolbox; VORPAL, designed for modern
parallel computing platforms with capabilities such as “accelerator component modeling, charge-particle simulation, fluid simulation, and plasma
modeling” [34]; and Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) [35] which
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supports complex coupled multi-physics simulations. However, further research is required to consolidate ideas on how complex physics simulations
can benefit from big data tools.
2.1.5

Biological and environmental research

In terms of biological and environmental research there are extensive studies
regarding big data. For example in 2002, GenMAPP [36] a tool to view and
analyse microarray data on biological pathways was developed. Furthermore, there has been research on the “comparative assessment of large-scale
data sets of proteinprotein interaction” [37], “literature mining for the biologist” [38], VisANT ;“an online visualization and analysis tool for biological
interaction data” [39], and many other studies [40, 41, 42, 43] that show
the motivation that biologists have in using big data tools to improve data
management and analysis.

2.2
2.2.1

Industrial Applications
Twitter

Twitter [44] has over 200 million accounts generating a staggering 230 million
tweets a day [45]. With this amount of data being generated every single
day it came as no surprise that Twitter was interested in using this data
to predict trends. Thus, Twitter acquired the company BackType [46] that
had a software called Storm which parsed live data streams in a “faulttolerant and scalable” [47] way. Nathan Marz [45], stated that using Storm
to calculate how links are shared across Twitter users in real-time “is a
really intense [continuous] computation, which could involve thousands of
database calls and millions of follower records”. Furthermore, Storm is a
distributed RPC (DRPC) with the objective of being able to instantaneously
“parallelize the computation of really intense functions” [48]. In spite of the
high volume of data, Storm is capable of guaranteeing message processing; it
is a robust process management tool, capable of managing processes around
the cluster; it has fault detection and automatic reassignment of tasks that
have timed out; it is an efficient message passing tool that does not use any
intermediate queuing; it has a local mode and distributed mode. Above all,
“Storm is easy to use, configure, and operate” [47] which are some of the
key principles in a big data managing tool. In the end it turned out to
be what Twitter really needed to analyse and manage big data in order to
detect and explore trends. Another problem that Twitter was facing was
understanding the connections between users, in order to suggest users to
follow or to know how many times a link was shared. Thus Cassovary, a
“Big Graph-Processing Library” [49] was developed. It was writen in Scala
for the JVM with the intention of handling graphs containing “billions of
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edges” [49] with ease. Cassovary was recently3 released as an open source
program and it can be used to do “large-scale graph mining and analysis”
[49].
2.2.2

Search Engines

Search engines, such as Google [50], Yahoo [51] and Bing [52] have to be
on the cutting edge of big data analysis. Google for example has to process
“more than a billion searches” [53] every single day and has more than
“10 billion images indexed”[54]. Big data tools are critical to manage and
analyse this data, thus in order to overcome these challenges, Hadoop [55]
– which was developed mainly by Google – was created as a distributed file
system designed to run on commodity hardware. Also, the need to manage
structured data in a scalable manner gave rise to an indexing system called
Bigtable [56] that is used with Hadoop. Bigtable is a distributed storage
system that handles petabytes of information on thousands of commodity
servers. It is used by more than 60 Google products including Google Earth,
Orkut and Google Analytics as a flexible and high-performance solution to
store the extremely large amounts of data. For example, HBase [57] a
non-relational, distributed database was modelled on Googles BigTable and
its used in extremely large databases. Although Google intended to keep
Bigtable an internal technology, engineer Doug Cutting [58] created an open
source version that was rapidly adopted by Yahoo. Furthermore, Yahoo
started to dedicate considerable resources to improve Hadoop in 2006 and it
is now one of the most extensive4 users of the technology [59]. The numerous
uses Yahoo gives to Hadoop include advertisement activity, listings with all
the articles and content published, and large log files that store in which
sections and stories users click on.
In conclusion, Hadoop is a complete tool to deal “with large amounts of
data by splitting it into subsets and sending the data to multiple computer
processor unit cores” [60]. One of the few disadvantages, however, it is that
users have difficulties adapting to the system, especially if they were used to
relational databases supporting general-purpose transactions. Nonetheless,
the proof that Hadoop is a reliable system comes precisely from the fact
that Google uses it in more than 60 of their products; and a big advantage
is that in order to scale it, the only required is that users add more machines
to their cluster [56].
2.2.3

Amazon

Amazon [61], is not only the world’s largest online retailer but it also has
one of the largest databases in the world with more than 42 terabytes of
3
4
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Yahoo uses Hadoop in more than 40,000 servers
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data [62]. Furthermore, Amazon has some of world’s best analytics and an
infrastructure capable of an incredibly big data service. Products such as
Amazon Retail Analytics which supplies business intelligence for product development and sales optimization [63] are a proof that Amazon is taking big
data analysis very seriously and has plans to offer it as a service themselves.
Cassandra [64] a “highly available key-value storage system” [65] was
developed by Jonathan Ellis and is based on Dynamo, which was initially
developed by Amazon with the intent to store what users were adding to
their shopping cart. Moreover, in its design each and every node is capable of
accepting information from the entire system making it possible to replicate
data across different hosts.
Amazon is thus a very important player in the big data arena, the proof
is products such as i) Amazon Elastic MapReduce that “enables businesses,
researchers, data analysts, and developers to easily and cost-effectively process vast amounts of data” [66]; ii) Amazon Relational Database Service [67]
which is still in beta stage but has the goal to “makes it easy to set up,
operate, and scale a relational database in the cloud”; iii) Amazon Simple
Storage Service [68], is an interface that stores and retrieves large amount
of information; among other products that belong to Amazon Web Services
[69].
2.2.4

Facebook

Facebook [70] is colossal; it has currently more than 845 million active users
[71] which share more than 100 billion connections between each other.
Moreover, every single day 250 million photos are uploaded, there are 2.7
billion likes and an average 20 minutes spent on the site per visit. Thus,
it is crucial that Facebook has the tools to manage and analyse such large
amounts of data.
Apache Cassandra, an open souce distributed database was originally developed by Facebook engineers [72]. Cassandra database can store 2 million
columns in a single row which makes it possible to append more information to user accounts without knowing first hand how to format that data.
Another advantage is that data can be spread across different servers which
aids databases scalability beyond a single server.
Google’s Bigtable architecture was also considered by Facebook, however
because the entire operation depended on a single node coordinating all the
activities across every other node it would be a very risky alternative. Ellis
stated that Google’s Bigtable “is not the best design. You want one where
if one machine goes down, the others keep going” [45].
Facebook is also using Hadoop, where its migration problems were described in an excellent blog post by Paul Yang [73]. Its cluster has grown
to more than 30 petabytes of data, 3000 times the amount of information
in the Library of Congress. Moreover, they use Hive [74] for analytics and
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HDFS [75] to store data.
2.2.5

Finance

As well as other industries, the financial sector has seen a major increase
in the amount of quality data accessible. Moreover if this data is analysed
adequately it can dramatically improve organisational performance. For example, sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is the analysis of
others opinions. This might be very relevant for the finance sector, as big
data tools can be used to harvest user-generated content to find opinions
about certain stock. The main problem with this type of analysis is that it is
a natural language processing task [76]. Research on natural language analysis is very limited because we are relying on machine learning algorithms
[76] that are not capable of understanding human meaning. Nonetheless, the
need for such analysis is real, due to the fact that each and every company
would like to know what consumers think about their services and products.
Furthermore, it is also true that consumers would like to know what other
consumers think about a company, product, or service. It is believed by
Amir Halfon [77] that “sentiment analysis is becoming so popular that some
hedge funds are basing their entire strategies on trading signals generated
by Twitter analytics”. This is extraordinary, and although it might be an
extreme-case scenario it is further proof that sentiment analysis is becoming
a very important tool for financial institutions.
Considering the quantity of historical market data and the exponential
speed at which new data is being created, makes it difficult for finantial
firms to deal with big data. Moreover, these firms can not afford to delay
the analysis of these great amounts of data, thus they are moving from
proprietary tools to open source frameworks such as Hadoop and R [78].
Hadoop was discussed in section 2.2.2 and R is a framework for microarray
analysis which allows us “to analyze 100-1,000s of arrays of various chip
types” [78] such as SNP chips, exon arrays and expression arrays.
We are moving towards a continuous risk management solution; where
correlating data from different sources can be the key to stop fraudulent
activites. The continuous risk management solution includes computing the
aggregation of counter party exposure or VAR, among other situations [77]
which are also related to big data. These facts again raise the difficulty of
dealing with massive amounts of data that current systems simply can not
perform and the need for tools that allow their analysis.
2.2.6

Retail

Big retail companies such as Walmart [79] which handles over “1 million
customer transactions every hour” [12] also have the need for big data tools
in order to process such large amounts of data. The estimated 2.5 petabytes
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of data that Walmart has in its database is comparable to 167 times of all
the data contained on all the books in the US Library of Congress [80].
Although still far from Facebook’s 30 petabytes it is an impressive amount
of data that needs to be managed and analysed efficiently.

3

Current Research

Current research was largely covered in the examples above, which makes
it clear that research in the field of big data is extremely vibrant “with
significant activity in both industry and academia” [81]. This comes as
no surprise, not only because of all of the immediate practical applications
that we have covered in this paper but also because there is much more
to be learnt and discovered. The research is dominated by studies to try
and solve one or more of the three-dimensional data growth challenges –
increasing volume, variety, and speed – that were defined by Doug Laney in
2001 [82]. Furthermore, we have encountered numerous papers describing
the engineering [2, 83, 43] and semantic [84, 85, 86, 87] obstacles that make
big data a “use case for multidisciplinary problem solving” [88]. Nonetheless,
all the research boils down to a few key factors i) define the problem to be
solved; ii) search the big data; iii) extract, transform, and load (ETL) what
is relevant; iv) confirm that the information is comprehensive, relevant and
unique; v) find the solution to the initial problem. However Huberman
has raised some concerns regarding the fact that most big data comes from
private sources and is inaccessible to the majority of researchers, he further
argues that if big data does not become ubiquitous a small group of scientists
will have privileged access to private data repositories restricted its access to
equally talented researchers that do not have the same “connections” [89].

4

Conclusion

Big data is a very broad topic and impossible to clearly define because it
depends upon the resources of each and every organization. Moreover, it is
a moving target, for what is regarded as big data today might not be tomorrow. Nonetheless, the research in the area is vast and the numerous papers
published thus far are a proof of that. There are already a great number
of technologies being applied to big data, such as datamining grids [49],
distributed file systems [55], distributed databases [57, 64, 67], interactive
visualization of large gridded data sets [15], cloud computing platforms [69],
scalable storage systems [66, 68], computational fluid dynamics [33], parallel computing platforms [34], among many others [39, 74, 75, 78] previously
described in this paper. Moreover, there is a real need for professionals that
can work with these technologies, the proof of which is in the steep growth
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of the number of positions available in this field as the graphic below demonstrates:

Figure 1: Data from O’Reilly Research [90] which shows the increase over
the years for Hadoop [59] and Cassandra [64] related jobs as well as a growth
in the number of companies listing jobs related to this technology.
Forrester Research analyst James Kobielus goes even further and argues
that technology is not the main obstacle for big data, it is rather, “finding
the right talent to analyze the data” [45]. It is also believed that this will
give rise to a new breed of professionals – the data scientist – that will have
a vast understanding of mathematics and statistics.
We conclude this paper with a quote from Hal Varian, Google’s Chief
Economist whose words are very relevant: “I keep saying the sexy job in
the next ten years will be statistician... The ability to take data – to be
able to understand it, to process it, to extract value from it, to visualize it,
to communicate it – that’s going to be a hugely important skill in the next
decades, not only at the professional level but even at the educational level
for elementary school kids, for high school kids, for college kids” [91].
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